How To Create A New Identity & Disappear! The Right Way
There are many reasons why someone may want to create a new identity. It’s no surprise that with the way records are posted on the internet these days, escaping who you were could be the only real way to start over. It is none of my business why, all I can tell you is How! (The right way...). In this book, we examine the reasons and ramifications of creating a new identity. It’s important to start with the end in mind and for the right reasons. Once you begin this journey you will not be able to stop without seriously risking jail-time or worse. Learn to do it the right way if you a serious about changing who you are. You’ll need to know what NOT to just as much as HOW TO DO IT! The rest of your life is before you now. Choose the right guide and you can start over or disappear with ease, choose the wrong one and make any number of simple mistakes - you’ll wish the new you had never been born...

Synopsis

Advice in this book is outdated, simplistic and incomplete. Try these methods and you will get caught. These days, getting caught trying to get new id is taken very seriously. Don’t waste your money on this book.
This book was made available to read for free for a limited period with the request that those who read it gave a review. I appreciated the chance to read it for free as the title would have intrigued me as to what information it contained, but my intrigue would probably not have been enough to get me to spend any money on something that was (hopefully) never likely to be of practical interest to me. My impressions from having skim-read the book are as follows:- It rightly points out just how serious such a move as completely disappearing would be (both for you and those, if any, whom you leave behind). I was glad to see this.- It gives some background as to the situations that might lead someone to consider such a move- It talks about a good number of factors that one would have to consider if attempting to disappear was felt necessary- It covers many potential pitfalls that would need to be taken into account together with the precautions that would be necessary to mitigate these- The book does not come across as a how-to manual (indeed, such a task is probably not realistic - for one thing, publishing detailed instructions would no doubt compromise their usefulness), but more as an outline of what would be needed. Overall, it was an interesting enough brief read. Presumably it will be a very small percentage of readers who would be looking to put such a move into practice. Those who are will need a lot more than this book to do so! I see that another reviewer has mentioned the links/references. I have not investigated these and acknowledge that they may well contain valuable, detailed information. It will be interesting to see what the price-point of the book is.

This is a well written guide book for Identity Change and Maintenance. I was very surprised at the level of knowledge this author has about the delicate details needed to prevent discovery. This book could be used as a training manual for Investigators tracking down those who changed their identities. Many of the other books in this field address other separate identity issues. This book has carved out a niche for itself through exposing areas that others don’t examine. Make no mistake, much of identity change is illegal if not done through official judicial channels. However many may have to travel their own pathway. For security reasons the information is given for solo Identity Change Operations. This book address’s an individual’s escape plan as compared to one with a mutual supporting group. Of course going solo means less links for your exposure. As for monetary value the information contained inside this download is priceless. For example a fictional writer can use this data as source insight for a unfolding character plot. Additionally reading this author’s pre-cautions could help you to spot someone with a phoney identity. It could provide for the safety of you and your family. Issues discussed here does remind me of training given for Undercover Police
assignments. I am grateful that this author has chosen to freely share these insights with his readers. The author has provided us with hard won lessons acquired from life experience. There is no way we could assemble this information in a usable form on our own. Therefore I must recommend this electronic book.

This was certainly an interesting book, but given the current climate of intrusive everything in today’s world, at least based on what’s in this book, and it is thorough, you better be big time motivated. I’m reminded of a movie I saw recently starring Tom Cruise called "Jack Reacher." Good flick.. He’s a former government agent who now lives incognito. He is asked by an attorney why he does it and responds, "It started as a necessity and became an addiction." Well the guy is under the radar but he lives in a silent world that moves with cash and in buses. If you really need to hide, this book will help you do it and it was a fun read, but I’m glad I’m too old to care about who knows what I do with my boring life.

If you HAD to, this would be a good place to start. As a "freebie" offer in exchange for a review, this is a good book to start with. Websites, common sense approach, but more than that, the book provides many of the pitfalls that await you and your family if done wrong. This is an undertaking that should not be taken lightly, or quickly. Careful planning should precede the actual implementation, and this book provides many ideas. Hopefully I never "have-to."

I worked 20 years as a bounty hunter. Most people make the same mistakes when they try to disappear, making it fairly easy to track them down. This book addresses those issues. The live links are also invaluable for valuable information. I’m glad the people I had to find didn't have this information.

I have no rational excuse for reading this book. I haven’t committed any crimes, I don't owe a penny to anyone, and the few people who want me dead are too lazy to do anything about it. Still, you never know and it IS funny. English is obviously not the author’s first language and the writing style is unusual, to say the least. It changes from formal (stilted, really) to slangy and back again so fast I almost got whiplash a few times. I don't know enough to say how well any of his suggestions would work, but I certainly wouldn't try any of them unless I thought I was going to be arrested for felony murder and even then I might prefer to throw myself on the mercy of the court. Prisons in my state are so over-crowded, you have to chain yourself to the jail cell or they'll make you leave. Why bother
to run? And in all fairness to the author, he DOES say that this is not a decision to be taken lightly. Several reviewers have criticized the book on the grounds that the information given is too basic to be of any worth. But (as the bounty-hunter pointed out) you can't underestimate the ignorance and stupidity of most criminals. You also can't underestimate their laziness, so the chances of one of them reading a book (even a short one) aren't great. Plus they ALWAYS keep committing crimes, usually the same one (comfort zone issues, I suppose.) Occasionally an intelligent person turns to crime and (if detected) goes on the lam. The smart money is still on the cops, especially in these days of computers and credit cards. But, if you find it more convincing than I do, be my guest. Just don't call me for bail money!
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